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My Experience of Learning English 

Based on my several working experience, I always addressed that be exposed to English in 

everyday’s life is essential key to learn efficiently.  

This insistence comes from my life-experience of learning English who never had interest in 

learning new language and became a person who works at English based working 

surrounding.  

 

My first experience of learning English was not successful and as to that I lost my interest 

and motivation as a young leaner. Even though I was taught by several native speakers and 

their teaching skills were quite old styles, concentrating only audio-lingual method or 

grammar translation method using few tools such as text book or simple hand-out.  

With a result of old-style of learning, I lost my interest rapidly and I struggled my English 

lesson time with boredom.  

 

There was a dramatic change to overcome my learning English experience as I decided to 

transfer my middle school at Pennsylvania, U.S.A.  

First of all, along with cultural shock, I had to spend much more time to study English to 

catch up school subject as a middle school student. 

But I learned language much more outside of the classroom, because I was living USA, 

language was not only a subject but survival tools which I had to learn quickly as possible. 

During communicating between all different situations with different people, I was exposed 

to various situations, and my language learning system developed to certain level in short 

amount of time.  

In other hand I can say it is much more efficient to learn English as a communicational back 

ground such as various field experiences.  

 

To achieve proficiency level of English I passed certain period of time just to focus on 

developing English by thought different method of teaching at Towson University Language 

School Program.  

At this period of time I involved in every class as an active student and every class was 
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pretty much designed as student centered with qualified enabler teachers. In this 

environment students can achieve substantial development.  

 

As to look back my experience of learning English, I have strong confidence that learning 

English as the best is that have a learner exposed to well designed educational surrounding 

contain all different teaching method with appropriate amount of teaching  

 
 


